
CAUSE AND EFFECT OF ILLEGAL LOGGING ESSAY HELP

Illegal logging or forest loss is the cutting down of trees, transporting them, In this article, we focus on the underlying
causes of illegal logging, its effects and Examples of extreme weather impacts include the wildfires in Portugal, heat.

That may be true. Due to the failure of the Malaysian government in providing figures showing the change in
extent of primary forests during the period of to and to , the analysis of figures from the food and agriculture
organization of the United Charcoal is used for heating and cooking in most developing countries and those
who engage in the trade illegally cut down trees which are then used to make the charcoal. Aside from
increasing the global temperatures, the practice also accounts for the reduction of the total forest cover area
exposing most of the lands to high temperatures and extreme weather conditions. Commercial production
includes the production of timber and processed products, the production of oil and other plantations later.
Animals should work hard to survive as we know that they should live in special condition. Furniture, paper,
and other wood products made from illegally harvested wood can be found almost anywhere in the world, as
many logs are exported using falsified documents. Trees absorb carbon dioxide that release by the cars and
factories even burning of the garbage affect our ozone layer. Illegal logging can affect also our climate when
the ozone layer is so thin,the ultraviolet rays become trapped on our atmosphere and can cause global
warming, devastating storms thus affecting our community. These areas are used for farming until the
nutrient-rich soil is depleted. Illegalities may also occur during transport, such as illegal processing and
export; fraudulent declaration to customs; and the avoidance of taxes and other charges. Major impacts The
impacts of illegal logging include environmental, economic and social aspects. For instance, the illegal
logging in Amazon forest is projected to lessen rain in northern China and Midwest US while increasing rain
in Northern Europe and Eastern Africa. This can result in the loss of habitats and biodiversity. With global
warming ultraviolet rays coming from the sun can harm our skin and can cause certain illness like cancer.
Tropical rainforests are located in the intertropical convergence zone ITCZ , which is in the Equatorial region.
Illegalities occur right through the chain from source to consumer, the harvesting procedure itself may be
illegal, including corrupt means to gain access to forests, extraction without permission or from a protected
area, cutting of protected species or extraction of timber in excess of agreed limits. From time to time
however, these groups and organizations experience challenges in terms of support, funding or manpower.
Water As we know human need air to live without air we can not breathe, so it is important for us to keep our
forests. Particularly, their tribal cultures are lost if the forest goes away and it also makes it difficult for them
to forage which threatens their survival. Some are even contradictory. The first effect of illegal logging can
disturbance or damage to the ecosystems that cause the components that make up the ecosystem, which is
species diversity of plants and animals to be disturbed. Deforestation ravages not only the land, but every
living creature and their habitats within The harvesting procedure itself may be illegal, including using Illegal
logging has risen to prominence in international forestry dialogues about the last malaysia years and there is a
growing international willingness to illegal first effect of illegal logging can disturbance or damage Thesis
topics in about malaysia to the ecosystems that cause the components that make up the ecosystem, which is
species diversity of plants and animals to be disturbed. Most states in regions such as Australia, Europe, USA
and Asia only prohibit illegal timber and timber products which is pronounced as not enough in the fight
against illegal logging. By doing this, we will be curtailing illegal logging together with its associated
multi-billion dollar industry and illegal markets. In this article, we focus on the underlying causes of illegal
logging, its effects and solutions to the pervasive problem. Some also depend on the forest resources for
income and as such, illegal logging withdraws their only source of income which makes them modern day
slaves and shadows of their real cultures. Huge amounts of area in Amazon were deforested because of
agricultural pursuits. Also, spreading the word about the impacts of illegal logging through blogs, social
media, political groups, and community programs can help people understand the issues at hand which can
eventually help address the matter. Rural Poverty In the forest regions, there is always a rural community or
indigenous people living within the locality. The trees are cut down to the numbers is increasingly less able to
cause the forest no longer absorb the rainwater that falls in large quantities, so that water can not seep into the
soil so that it can cause flooding, as happened recently in Wasior flood disaster, Papua, which killed nearly
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people. Illegal charcoal, furniture and timber trade There is an increasing dependency on charcoal, furniture
and timber across the world. Moreover it is us people should learn how to follow and be responsible for the
environment,the world,our habitat. Making many low lying island like Hawaii and cities like Manila around
the world to submerge. Forests in many areas of the world are protected, not only because of the species of
trees they contain but because of the animals that live there. In these rain-forest regions, such as Vietnam, the
Amazon, and Sub-Saharan Africa, the effects of deforestation can be seen dramatically In many instances,
illegal logging takes place with the ultimate goal of selling the harvestedtimber. Serious governments, regional
organizations, and third party certification initiatives like the Forest Stewardship Council FSC and EU are
working round the clock to ensure only certified timber reaches the markets.


